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Design of Teacher Assistance Tools in an
Exploratory Learning Environment for

Algebraic Generalisation
Sergio Gutierrez-Santos, Eirini Geraniou, Darren Pearce-Lazard, and Alexandra Poulovassilis

✦

Abstract —The MiGen project is designing and developing an intel-
ligent exploratory environment to support 11–14 year-old students
in their learning of algebraic generalisation. Deployed within the
classroom, the system also provides tools to assist teachers in
monitoring students’ activities and progress. This paper describes
the design of these Teacher Assistance tools and gives a detailed
description of one such tool, focussing in particular on the research
challenges faced, and the technologies and approaches chosen to
implement the necessary functionalities given the context of the
project.

Index Terms —Computer-assisted instruction, mathematics educa-
tion, teacher support, data visualisation, software architecture pat-
terns.

1 INTRODUCTION

THE MiGen project is co-designing, developing
and evaluating with teachers and teacher edu-

cators a pedagogical and technical environment for
improving 11–14 year-old students’ learning of al-
gebraic generalisation: the capacity of appreciating
generality and structure in problems, and being able
to solve them in general and not only for specific
instances. Although expressing generality, recognising
and analysing patterns and articulating structure are
at the core of mathematical thinking and scientific
enquiry, these ideas are notoriously elusive for stu-
dents [1]–[3]. In MiGen, we are adopting a construc-
tionist approach [4], allowing students to create and
manipulate patterns and algebraic expressions and to
perceive the relationships between them. The idea
of ‘seeing the general through the particular’ has
been shown to be a powerful way of introducing
students to generalisation [1]. Following [5], MiGen
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is based on the premise that learners build knowl-
edge structures particularly well in situations where
they are engaged in constructing public entities —
in our context, these are two-dimensional patterns
and algebraic rules about these patterns that they will
share with other students. The MiGen system acts as a
mediator of social interaction between students, and
also between the teacher and the students, through
which shared algebraic expressions are constructed
and observed. The system provides not only a means
by which students construct their own problem space
but also a communicative function through which
algebraic interpretations are made explicit and can be
discussed with others.
It has been argued that considerable guidance is re-

quired to ensure learning in open-ended contexts [6].
The exploratory nature of our learning environment
requires that personalised feedback is provided to
students by the system during their construction pro-
cess. Also, since students are undertaking loosely-
defined rather than structured tasks, teachers need to
be assisted in monitoring their students’ actions and
progress by appropriate visualisation and notification
tools [7].
The aim of these teacher assistance tools is to in-

form teachers of students’ progress, the appearance
of common misconceptions, students who may be dis-
engaged from the task, and students who may be in
difficulty. This allows teachers to support learners in
a personalised way, assisting them to formulate their
own interventions in encouraging students to reflect
on their constructions, on the feedback the system
is giving them, on working towards specific goals,
and in communicating and sharing their constructions
with others.
In this paper, we discuss the design of MiGen’s

teacher assistance tools, motivating and describing
their architectural design, and giving a detailed de-
scription of one such tool, the Student Tracking tool.
Although some context is given about the overall
project, readers interested in the pedagogical under-
pinnings and how the dynamic potential of digital
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technologies is used to enhance the students’ under-
standing of algebraic generalisation are referred to [2],
[8].
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives

an overview of the MiGen system, to the level of
detail necessary for this paper, and introduces the
teacher assistance tools. Section 3 describes the types
of events that these tools are able to present visually
to the teacher. Section 4 gives a detailed description
of the Student Tracking tool. Section 5 discusses the
iterative process through which this tool has been co-
designed with our teacher collaborators on the MiGen
project. Section 6 reviews related work and compares
our own work with this. In Section 7 we present our
conclusions and discuss directions of future work.

2 THE MIGEN SYSTEM CONTEXT

The MiGen system is intended to be deployed within
the classroom. During a lesson, students work on
algebraic generalisation problems as selected by their
teacher and presented to them by the system. While
this is happening, the teacher may wish to view real-
time representations of the students’ activities and
progress. At other times, teachers may also wish
to view historical information about their students’
progress as maintained by the system.
MiGen comprises a number of tools, which we

describe here to the level of detail necessary for this
paper. We refer the reader to the cited references for
more details of some of these tools.
At the core of the system is the eXpresser, a mathe-

matical microworld [9], [10] which supports students
in undertaking algebraic generalisation tasks. As part
of a possibly larger activity sequence (see the Activity
Tool below), students are asked to construct ‘gener-
alised models out of patterns’ (see below) using the
eXpresser. Figure 1a and Figure 1b show two instances
of an example model. Instances of a model such as
these are presented to students and they are asked to
construct the model in the eXpresser and to derive
a general rule for the total number of tiles required
for any instance of the model. For this task, they are
prompted to create and use different patterns made
out of different coloured tiles, depending on their
perceptions of the model’s structure. Every pattern
can be made of a single square tile or group of tiles
repeated a number of times. Tiles and groups of tiles
can be repeated horizontally, vertically or diagonally
with or without spaces in between its repeated com-
ponents (for more details, the reader is referred to [2]).
The eXpresser supports students not only in their
construction of the model using patterns, but also
in deriving algebraic expressions underpinning the
model, for example, referring to Figures 1a and 1b,
the number of green tiles (light grey) required given
the number of red tiles (dark grey).
The eXpresser microworld gives a lot of freedom to

students, who may construct their models in a variety

of different ways for the same task. For example, if
a student has constructed their model using a series
of ‘C’ shapes as illustrated in Figure 1c, they may
derive an expression such as 5r + 3 for the number
of green tiles, where r is the number of red tiles. A
range of other possible constructions that students
may follow are shown in the remaining diagrams
of Figure 1 which also show that the form of the
resulting expressions (all of which are equivalent to
5r+3 of course) can vary widely. If r is a variable, all
of these constructions are general, and changing the
current value of r will lead to the student’s current
instance of the model changing accordingly too.
Figure 2 shows the eXpresser user interface. Stu-

dents use building blocks that they make up from
square unit tiles in order to construct their patterns,
which they can subsequently colour. When construct-
ing a pattern, they make use of numbers which they
can subsequently ‘unlock’ to turn them into variables
in order to generalise their pattern. Both locked and
unlocked numbers can be used in expressions. The
eXpresser has an ‘animation’ facility which allows the
student to test out the generality of their model by
automatically applying different values to unlocked
numbers and displaying the resulting instances of the
model.
Microworlds such as the eXpresser are designed to

provide opportunities for learners to develop complex
cognitive skills rather than just knowledge of concepts
in the subject domain [9], [10]. The tasks that students
are asked to undertake are usually open-ended in na-
ture, have multiple possible solutions, and encourage
students to explore the construction environment and
follow a variety of construction strategies. Through
such interactions, they make explicit the mathematical
relationships between and within these objects and
in this process identify the variant and invariant
components in their constructions, express relation-
ships between these components, form semi-algebraic
expressions with the eXpresser language and conse-
quently engage with mathematical concepts, such as
variables, constants, the expression of relationships
and algebraic generality. [11] describes MiGen’s multi-
layered learner model which, as well as modelling the
attainment of concepts in the subject domain, also in-
cludes a ‘layer’ of knowledge comprising microworld-
specific concepts that operationalise the concepts of
the subject domain, as well as encompassing the affor-
dances of the microworld itself. In MiGen, tasks are
designed to contextualise students’ interaction with
the eXpresser, including specific learning objectives
that the learner should achieve as they undertake a
task e.g. ‘find a general expression to colour your
pattern’ — see Figure 2(G).
As a student interacts with the eXpresser, so a series

of indicators are automatically detected or inferred by
the system, which can then be notified to the teacher
via the Teacher Assistance tools (which we will dis-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

5r + 3

(d)

3 + 5r

(e)

2(2r + 1) + r + 1

(f)

3(r + 1) + 2r

(g)

6 + 2(2r − 1) + r − 1

Fig. 1. (a)–(b) Instances of a “stepping stones” task model and (c)–(g) several possible general constructions
where each expression specifies the number of green tiles in terms of r, the number of red tiles.

Fig. 2. Constructing a model in the eXpresser and describing it with a rule. Letters highlight the main features:
(A) An ‘unlocked’ number that acts like a variable is given the name ‘reds’ and signifies the number of red (dark
grey) tiles in the model. (B) Building block to be repeated to make a pattern. (C) Number of repetitions (in this
case, the value of the variable ‘reds’). (D,E) Number of grid squares to translate B to the right and downwards
after each repetition. (F) Units of colour required to paint the pattern. (G) General expression that gives the total
number of units of colour required to paint the whole model.

cuss shortly). There are two categories of indicators.
First, task-independent (TI) indicators refer to aspects of
the student’s interaction that are microworld-related
but do not require knowledge of the specific task
the student is currently working on. They always
refer to single actions undertaken by the student e.g.
‘student has placed a tile on the canvas’, ‘student
has made a building block’, ‘student has unlocked
a number’. In contrast, task-dependent (TD) indicators
require access to knowledge about the specific task the
student is working on. They can relate to individual
actions or to the result of sequences of actions, and
they require a level of intelligent reasoning to be
applied by the system. In some cases, their detection
may have a degree of uncertainty associated with

it. Examples of TD indicators include: ‘student has
made a plausible building block’ (i.e. a building block
that can potentially lead to a valid solution), which
requires knowledge of the set of possible solutions
to a task; ‘student has unlocked too many numbers’,
which requires knowledge about how many vari-
ables a task needs; ‘student has coloured their model
generally’, which requires reasoning on the student’s
expression. We discuss TI and TD indicators in more
detail in Section 3. We also list the full set of indicators
currently supported in the appendix.

The Activity Tool presents students with activity
sequences targeting algebraic generalisation, as de-
signed by the activity designer or the teacher. These
activity sequences include phases such as introduction
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to an exploratory learning task, undertaking a task
using the eXpresser, reflecting on their interaction,
and sharing and discussing their constructions and
rules with other students.
A Task Design Tool is currently under devel-

opment. This will allow the designer or teacher to
describe new algebraic generalisation tasks, and to
input into the system a set of possible solutions for
them, i.e. possible constructions and their associated
algebraic expressions. Currently, the set of possible
solutions for a task is input into the system by the
research team using the eXpresser. Part of the de-
scription of a task is the set of goals that students
need to achieve as they work on the task (e.g. ‘make
a building block’, ‘colour a pattern’, ‘write an ex-
pression for the number of tiles of each colour in
your model’), and the set of learning objectives sup-
ported by the task (ranging from microworld-related
knowledge such as ‘knowledge on how to animate’
or ‘knowledge about names for numbers’ to domain
knowledge such as ‘understanding the connection
between the construction structure and its associated
pre-algebraic expression’ or ‘understanding the use of
animation to validate the generality of models’). The
Task Design Tool will allow the designer/teacher to
select these from the overall sets of goals and learning
objectives supported by the system. Currently, such
information describing tasks is entered directly into
the MiGen database by the research team. The total
sets of task goals, learning objectives and indicators
detectable by the system are easily extensible with
new ones as the system is developed and extended
over time.
The eGeneraliser is a suite of intelligent compo-

nents which take as their input information from the
eXpresser as students undertake tasks, as well as in-
formation in the MiGen database relating to students
(their learner model) and to tasks (the task descrip-
tion and set of possible solutions). These intelligent
components analyse the interaction of the students
with the eXpresser, generate real-time feedback for
students (prompts to help students engage with a
task, improve their solutions, and generalise their
solutions), infer the occurrence of TD indicators, and
update students’ learner models during, and at the
end of, each student’s usage of the eXpresser tool. A
hybrid of case-based and rule-based reasoning is used
in the eGeneraliser in order to infer the occurrence
of TD indicators and to update students’ learner
models. We discuss some of the techniques employed
in Section 3.
Finally, the Teacher Assistance Tools is a suite

of tools aiming to assist the teacher in monitoring
students’ interactions and progress and in intervening
as she decides appropriate. An extensive requirements
analysis for these tools has been undertaken since
early 2010 with the teachers involved in the MiGen
project, and this has driven the iterative specification

and co-design of these tools.

The overall MiGen system has a client-server archi-
tecture, as discussed in [12], [13]. The client software
is executed on each student’s computer (without the
Teacher Assistance and Task Design tools) and on
the teacher’s computer (the whole suite of tools),
while the server software is executed on one server
computer. As students interact with the Activity Tool
and with the eXpresser, these tools post information
about students’ actions to the MiGen Server, including
the occurrence of TI indicators. The MiGen server
stores this data in the MiGen Database which is
implemented in JavaDB.

The eGeneraliser monitors updates occurring in the
eXpresser and the Activity Tool due to students’ inter-
actions. It uses this information to infer the occurrence
of TD indicators and to decide if it is appropriate
to generate feedback for this particular student at
this time, and what that feedback should be. Both
the inference of TD indicators and the production
of personalised feedback are posted by the eGener-
aliser to the MiGen Server. Feedback is presented to
students via the eGeneraliser’s User Interface, which
comprises a set of graphical components designed to
present feedback to the student without interrupting
the flow of their thoughts or compromising their
exploration [14]. The eGeneraliser may also generate
updates to the student’s learner model, which are also
posted to the MiGen Server.

The Teacher Assistance tools derive their infor-
mation from the MiGen Database. This information
includes: log data relating to students’ activities and
constructions, as posted to the MiGen Server by the
Activity tool and the eXpresser; TI indicators detected
by the Activity tool and the eXpresser as students
interact with these; TD indicators inferred by the
eGeneraliser; data posted to the MiGen Server by
the eGeneraliser relating to updates that it has made
to a student’s learner model and feedback that it
has generated for a student; the students’ learner
models; the task descriptions and possible solutions;
and students’ own constructions during, and at the
end of, an activity. The Teacher Assistance tools can
subscribe to the MiGen Server to be notified of the
occurrence of updates to this information. They may
also generate updates of their own, which they can
post to the MiGen server in the same way as the other
tools.

This communication between the student-facing
tools, the MiGen Server and the Teacher Assistance
tools provides a general architectural template for
supporting all of the information requirements of
MiGen’s Teacher Assistance tools. In Section 4 we
discuss in detail the design of one of the Teacher
Assistance tools — the Student Tracking (ST) tool. We
first describe in the next section the types of events
that the ST tool is able to show visually to the teacher.
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3 INTERACTION INDICATORS

The main goal of the Teacher Assistance tools is to
enable teachers in the classroom to visualise informa-
tion about their students’ constructions. Given the ex-
ploratory nature of the tasks that students undertake
with the eXpresser, it would be difficult for teachers to
obtain and retain this information in their minds with-
out the help of appropriate tools. There is generally
a wide variety of approaches that students can take
to construct their models using the eXpresser. Some
of these will be valid approaches leading towards
achievement of the task goals while others will not
allow the student to fully achieve the task goals. Just
inspecting a student’s screen as they work on an
eXpresser task may not be sufficient for the teacher
to understand the model construction strategy that
the student is following. This problem becomes even
more acute when considering that teachers normally
need to support classes of 25-35 students at the same
time.
Teachers need to be able to help students work-

ing with the eXpresser in the classroom, and they
also need to have a clear picture of the degree of
achievement of the lesson’s learning objectives by the
whole class. This is a challenging task in any learning
environment, but more so in the case of open and
unstructured learning activities. The ST tool has been
created with the aim of enabling teachers to track
what their students are doing during the lesson, and
also to examine this information after the class session
in order to determine the degree to which students
have achieved the lesson’s learning objectives, so that
the teacher can plan appropriately for the next lesson.
In order to achieve these aims, we began by iden-

tifying the set of indicators that are meaningful for
teachers to be informed of while, and after, students
work on eXpresser tasks. These interaction indicators
serve as an abstract representation of the interaction
between the student and the system. An appropriate
visualisation of these indicators allows the teacher to
be informed of important aspects of the student’s con-
struction, including the evolution of students’ strate-
gies during the lesson, possible learning trajectories
followed by students, the feedback they received from
the system, and how this influenced their subsequent
actions.
The identification of the set of indicators was

achieved through an iterative process undertaken
over several months as a joint activity with our
teacher collaborators on the project. We discuss next
the current set of indicators supported and their detec-
tion. The evaluation of the indicators and the Student
Tracking tool with teachers is discussed in Section 5.

3.1 Types of indicators

Interaction indicators are automatically inferred by
the system as a student uses the eXpresser. Figure 3

interaction
indicators







































events
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goal
detection

states







TI

TD
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verification
detection

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of interaction indicators. TI = task-
independent, TD = task-dependent.

shows a taxonomy of the different types of indica-
tors. Indicators that refer to a discrete action, or to
a discrete inference from a combination of actions,
at a specific point in time are called events. There
are three types of TD events: Feedback-related events
are generated when feedback is produced for stu-
dents by the eGeneraliser or is explicitly requested
by them, through the eXpresser. Goal-related events
are produced when there is a change relating to the
goals of the current task, e.g. the student considers
they have achieved a goal, or the system detects that
a goal has been achieved even if the student has
not realised it yet. Finally, a third type of TD event
involves the detection of some particular feature in
the interactions of the student, e.g. that their actions
follow a rhythmical pattern.

On the other hand, states are indicators relating
to some aspect of the student’s interactions that can
be observed continuously as they work on a task.
Some of the state indicators refer to instantaneous
information (e.g. whether the construction is being
animated at the moment) while others refer to histor-
ical information (e.g. whether the student has been
able to construct a general solution at some point
during their interaction). There are two types of TD
state indicators: Some are related to the verification of
a boolean condition, e.g. whether a plausible building
block is being used by the student, or whether their
colour allocation is correct. The others involve the
detection of some particular feature in the actions of
the student, e.g. ‘clutter’ being detected on the canvas
by the system (those tiles that are not being used
in the student’s model, and may be distracting the
student). Tables 3 to 7 in the Appendix list these
different subsets of interaction indicators.

Over the course of this research and our elicitation
of meaningful and useful indicators with teachers,
the number of indicators has grown considerably.
At some point, it became evident that it would be
infeasible for the teacher (especially teachers who are
not familiar with the eXpresser) to comprehend all
of the information that the indicators can potentially
give during the course of the lesson (see the discus-
sion in Section 5.2 below). Larger combinations of
indicators would be likely to be useful for after-class
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analysis, but the number of indicators to be displayed
during the classroom session needed to be reduced.
In Tables 3 to 7, the indicators which have been
selected to be displayed within the Student Tracking
tool by default are marked with the symbol † next to
their descriptions. We stress however that teachers can
choose to ‘switch on’ more indicators to be displayed
if they wish, or to ‘swich off’ any of this initial default
set.

3.2 Detection of indicators

Some of the indicators, especially the Task Indepen-
dent ones, are detected easily by monitoring the ap-
propriate events in the eXpresser. Indicators relating
to the creation or use of expressions for allocating
colours to patterns are examples of this kind. Other
indicators require additional intelligent processing.
This section describes two such processes of indicator
detection, by way of illustration, one for a TD event
indicator, followed by one for a TD state indicator. A
description of all the variety of computational intel-
ligence techniques employed in the eGeneraliser lies
beyond the scope of this paper and we refer readers
to [15]–[17] for further details.

3.2.1 Rhythm detection

In the early stages of the development of their think-
ing about generalisation, students may find it difficult
to perceive the structure of models in their minds.
One strategy that teachers can exploit is observing the
way in which students describe patterns, or how they
construct them using tiles. Sometimes students will
have some implicit structure in their minds and this
will be evident in their actions, even if they cannot
make it explicit. The teacher can at this point encour-
age students to focus on their implicit structure, thus
providing scaffolding towards students making their
structure explicit and understanding how it relates to
the generality of a pattern [18].
To support the teacher in this aim, one of the mod-

ules of the eGeneraliser is responsible for detecting
‘rhythm’ in the way that students place tiles onto the
canvas of the eXpresser. When a repetitive sequence
of tile placements is detected in the actions of the
student, this can be used by the system in order
to provide feedback to the student suggesting the
creation of such a building block in order to construct
their model in a more structured way (repeating the
building block to create their model, rather than using
single tiles at a time). At the same time, an instance
of the corresponding indicator is also inferred by the
eGeneraliser (this is the seventh indicator in Table 5).
In order to detect these regularities in students’

actions, the tile placements made by a student are
converted internally by the system into a sequence of
positions on the canvas. The sequence of tile positions
is analysed using two sliding windows containing

sub-sequences from the whole sequence. The sliding
windows traverse the sequence and, for each pair
of positions, the distance between the windows is
calculated using a string similarity metric. The use of
a similarity metric, rather than a precise comparison,
allows for small differences in consecutive repetitions
of the same structure (for example, to allow for stu-
dents’ ‘slips’ in using the eXpresser). Those windows
that exhibit a higher number of repetitions of high
similarity to other subsequent windows are selected
as possible indications of rhythm in the actions of the
student. We refer the interested reader to [17] for more
details of the process.

3.2.2 Apparent solution on canvas
One important challenge when providing feedback
to students is understanding whether the student’s
current construction is a valid solution. The answer
to this question has ramifications for the system’s
entire strategy for providing support and many other
considerations depend on this one: Is the student’s
construction general or not? How does it relate to the
student’s final expression? Are the local expressions
correct (i.e. the rules about how to colour individual
patterns within the overall model)? Have they been
combined correctly to obtain to the global expres-
sion (i.e. the final expression for colouring the whole
model)?
Comparing two constructions made up from square

tiles is relatively easy, but there are several difficulties
in our case. The first difficulty stems from the fact
that the construction of patterns using the eXpresser
is highly exploratory. Given a task model, it can
generally be constructed in large numbers of differ-
ent ways e.g. using large or small patterns, with or
without overlaps between patterns, on different parts
of the canvas, etc. The second difficulty arises from the
dynamicity of task solutions. Students are expected to
make constructions that ‘animate’ i.e. that generalise
correctly for any values of the task variables; but our
studies have shown that many students are content to
make just one instance of the model and they expect
the system to do all the rest of the work for them.
Detecting that they have ‘finished’ their construction
has two aspects therefore: first, the system needs to
detect that they have created a correct solution; and
second, the system needs to evaluate the generality of
the solution.
Regarding the first of these aspects, a module of the

eGeneraliser is responsible for detecting constructions
that have the same appearance as a valid solution.
In this context, having “the same appearance” means
looking the same from the point of view of the stu-
dent, regardless of internal structure or actual equal-
ity tile-by-tile. For example, students will perceive a
“stepping stones” model with 5 red tiles as looking
the “same” as a model with 4 red tiles (see Figure 1a-
b). Our algorithm is based on constructing a ‘mask’
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based on each of the known solutions to the task (we
recall that known solutions are identified using the
Task Design Tool). This mask is projected onto the
student’s construction to see if there is a match for
some value of the task variables. If a match is found,
then the indicator Apparent Solution on Canvas is
turned “on”; otherwise, it is turned as “off” (this is
the first indicator in Table 8).
There is also another intelligent module that is

responsible for evaluating whether the construction
built by the student is general, meaning that it is a
correct solution for any value of the task variables
and not only for some i.e. that it cannot be “messed-
up” by changing the variables (c.f. the concept of
“messing-up” in dynamic geometry learning environ-
ments [19]). The algorithm used is again based on su-
perposition of masks onto the student’s construction
for different values of the task variables. The number
of values that need to be tested depends on the type
of the task e.g. for a linear task that has just one task
variable, only two values need to be tested. If a match
is found for all the sampled values, the student’s
construction qualifies as “unmessable”. If the student
checks the generality of a model that is “unmessable”
by using the animation features of the eXpresser to
explore several possible values for the task variables,
the indicator Unmessable Pattern Animated is turned
“on”; otherwise, it remains “off” (this is the fourth
indicator in Table 8).

4 THE STUDENT TRACKING TOOL

The Student Tracking (ST) tool provides teachers with
information about the occurrence of TI and TD indi-
cators as students are working on a task using the
eXpresser in the classroom. This information can also
be viewed by the teacher for after-class analysis of
what students have achieved during the lesson, so as
to help in planning the next lesson. One of the prin-
ciples in the design of MiGen’s teacher tools has been
to make them as unobtrusive as possible with respect
to current teacher practice in the UK classroom. The
tools collect information about students passively in
the background [12] and show it to teachers through
their computer in the classroom or a mobile terminal
(e.g. a tablet). Teachers can therefore continue their
usual routine in the classroom and increase gradually
their use of the teacher tools as they become more
confident with this new source of information.
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the current ST

tool1. This view shows the sequential occurrence of
indicators for a group of students during their in-
teraction with the eXpresser. Each column represents
the progress of the student named at the top of the
column. A coloured horizontal cell indicates that a
particular event indicator has occurred for a particular

1. All students’ names (both screenshot and text) have been
changed.

student. Each event indicator occurrence is positioned
according to the time at which it occurred (with
time increasing downwards). The colour of the cell
indicates whether the indicator is regarded as being
‘positive’, ‘negative’ or ‘neutral’, as described in Ta-
ble 1. By hovering with the cursor over an indicator
the teacher can obtain additional information (e.g.
a complete description of the indicator, the time at
which it occurred, etc).
State indicators are represented by vertical lines that

start at the top of the display and continue down-
wards until the end of the student’s interaction with
the eXpresser. The vertical lines representing states
use the same colour encoding as for event indicators,
and change colour accordingly e.g. when a student
is detected as being inactive, the “Active” line will
change colour from green (light grey) to red (dark
grey) at that point in time. For the sake of clarity, the
screenshot has been partially edited to show illustra-
tive examples of interaction with the MiGen system
within the space of one page; in particular, in reality
students will need to be inactive for a longer period
of time than shown for Ann and Angela before their
“Active” line turns from green to red.
From Figure 4, it is immediately apparent that

several students have been inactive at some point
during their interaction with the system. However,
many of them have achieved other indicators.
Taking Ann Smith as an example, this represen-

tation shows that, initially, Ann seemed to be dis-
engaged from the task: she clicked on the ‘animate’
button a couple of times despite her canvas being
empty. She then proceeded to place a handful of
tiles. At this stage, the system detected that she was
inactive for a while. If the teacher had viewed this rep-
resentation at that point, she could have intervened
and encouraged Ann to try placing single tiles to
construct a pattern. She would then be able to see that
Ann subsequently followed her advice and the sys-
tem detected rhythm in Ann’s placement of the tiles.
Futhermore, the representation shows that the system
detected rhythm in the way Ann placed the tiles in the
canvas, and provided some feedback related to this
fact. Apparently, the feedback was helpful because
Ann immediately created a pattern using a plausible
building block (as evidenced by the positive change
in the state indicator “Plausible Building Block”). Lisa
Smith, on the other hand, has just been inactive,
as demonstrated by her long red “Active” state-line.
Arrangements of indicator occurrences such as these
can assist the teacher in making decisions about which
students need help the most.
In contrast to Ann and Lisa, we see that Angela

Lefevre has made good progress with the task: she
has placed tiles, made a plausible building block,
and built a pattern using this block. She initially had
problems specifying a correct local expression (i.e.
an expression for the number of tiles of a particular
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Fig. 4. A portion of the ST Tool User Interface showing when events (i.e. horizontal bars) occur and states (i.e.
vertical bars) change for each student. The selection of indicators is a subset of the total range of indicators
available, as explained in Section 3. The meaning of the colours is explained in Table 1.
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Colour Type Description

Green
(mid-grey)

Positive The occurrence of such an indicator indicates that the actions of the student are in
line with what would be expected from constructive interaction with the system.

Red
(dark-grey)

Negative The occurrence of such an indicator is regarded as an obstruction to constructive
use of the system. For example, the student being inactive.

Yellow
(light-grey)

Neutral The occurrence of such an indicator indicates some aspect of the student’s
interaction that may be positive or negative depending on the context. For
example, the student has changed the value of an unlocked number.

TABLE 1
Types and colours of interaction indicators as represented in the ST tool.

colour in a specific pattern), as shown by the two red
instances of the “Local Expression Created” indicator.
However, at the third attempt, she has managed to
find the right expression. However, she has not yet
animated her construction to test out its generality,
or done anything else from that point on. Maybe
she thinks she has already completed all steps she
was expected to, and is therefore waiting until the
next activity is explained to the class. The teacher
can use this information to remind Angela to try
animating her construction. Angela would then be
able to see whether she has built it generally. This
demonstrates therefore that not only can the ST tool
show the teacher who needs help the most but can
also provide more subtle information which can be
used to ask students thought-provoking questions
or further facilitate them on their way to successful
completion of the task.

5 EVALUATION

The design and evaluation of the ST tool has involved
an iterative process in which our teacher collaborators
have played a central role. Because the number of
teachers we could practically collaborate with during
the course of the project was small, and their time
available to experiment with early prototypes in the
classroom was limited due to the need for them to
deliver a tightly timetabled curriculum, interviews
with a small group of teachers played a prominent
role, especially in the early stages of our research.

5.1 First trial

The first version of the ST tool to be used in a
classroom context was trialled with one of our teacher
collaborators in July 2010. That teacher had been in-
volved in the design of the tool from its inception and
therefore had a good understanding of its functional-
ities. At that time, there was no separation between
‘event’ and ‘state’ indicators, and all indicators were
shown as horizontal cells (a screenshot of this version
appears in [13]).
The teacher used the tool to observe the actions of

a class of around twenty 13-year-old students. One

major item of feedback that we received in the post-
lesson interview with this teacher was that some of
the indicators were actually showing changes in state
rather than being single events — e.g. whether the
students were active or inactive, whether all shapes
they were currently using were patterns, etc. The
teacher suggested that this family of indicators would
be better visualised as vertical bars that change colour
when their status changes. It also became evident
that feedback-related events should also be visualised
within the ST tool. Up to that point, we had focused
on presenting the student’s actions, but during the
post-lesson interview it became apparent that teachers
would also find it helpful to know what feedback is
being generated for students by the system as they are
using the eXpresser, because this has an impact on
students’ subsequent actions. Since feedback-related
indicators are neither positive nor negative, and more-
over they need to be distinguished from the other
‘neutral’ indicators, they are displayed in a different
colour (blue) in the current ST tool. We co-designed
with this teacher these additional functionalities, and
the resulting user interface is illustrated in Figure 4.

5.2 Second trial

A second classroom trial of the eXpresser and ST
tools was carried out in November–December 2010,
involving the same teacher as earlier (Teacher 1, in
School 1) using this new version of the ST tool, and
also with another of our teacher collaborators in a
different school (Teacher 2, in School 2). Prior to the
lessons, in both schools, a meeting of the research
team with the teacher took place with the aim of
discussing the functionalities of the tools and famil-
iarising the teachers with them. Teacher 1 was already
very familiar with both tools, having been intimately
involved in their design and having participated in
the first trial. Teacher 2 had not seen the tools before.
Teacher 1’s class comprised approximately 20 stu-

dents aged 12-13 in the average to higher attainment
spectrum, from a suburban population. Teacher 2’s
class comprised approximately 25 students aged 12-
13 of mixed attainment levels from central London.
In both lessons the students worked individually
using the eXpresser on their computers. During both
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lessons, the teachers spent most of their time going
around the class helping students in using the eX-
presser and working on the task that had been set,
and they afforded little time to consult the ST tool
that was running on their own computer (i.e. the
teacher’s computer, situated at the front of the class).
This behaviour seems very much linked to the current
mathematics classroom culture in England, where
teachers only stay by their desk in the early part of a
lesson, and they walk around the classroom helping
students for the remainder of the lesson, answering
questions and giving feedback. It seems that teachers
are not used to having access to tools that can provide
them with real-time information about their students’
actions and progress and they revert to their usual
teaching ‘habits’ when confronted with the pressure
of having to help their students in the class.
In post-lesson interviews, the teachers suggested

two possible ways of alleviating this situation. One
teacher suggested to install the Teacher tools on tablet
PCs, which would then allow teachers to view these
tools as they are walking around the classroom. The
other teacher suggested to project the tools’ display
onto the whiteboard at the front of the class, again
allowing teachers to monitor the progress of the class
as they are walking around the classroom. This lat-
ter proposal needs careful consideration however, as
there are ethical issues to consider: even though it
could prove to be quite motivating for some students,
there is a possibility of students feeling demoralised
or demotivated as they observe their own progress
compared to others.
A major item of feedback received from both teach-

ers was that the information shown by the ST tool was
too detailed to be useful to them during the lesson.
However, they both felt it would be useful to be able
to track this level of detail for individual students
after the end of the lesson, in order to provide more
individualised support to the students in the next
lesson. As a result of this feedback, the indicators now
displayed by default in the ST tool have been reduced
to the subset marked with the symbol † next to their
descriptions in the Appendix. Teachers can choose to
‘switch on’ more indicators to be displayed if they
wish, or to ‘swich off’ any of this initial default set by
means of an indicator-selection feature. The teachers
also mentioned that they would like to see a higher
level of information displayed than with the current
ST tool, focussing on students’ achievement of task
goals.
Another major item of feedback was that the ST tool

would benefit from the ability to:

(i) define and view ‘higher-level’, derived indicators
from the current set of ‘low-level’ indicators, for
example occurrences of sequences of indicators;

(ii) see how many times a particular indicator has
occurred, for example the level of achievement
of each task goal over the whole class, so that

the teacher can reinforce in the next lesson those
aspects of the task that students found difficult.

The request for capability (i) has led to ongoing
research effort to identify which indicators are useful
for teachers in which usage scenarios. Capability (ii)
was in fact provided in an early prototype of the ST
tool (a screenshot of which appears in [13]) but at that
time its development was de-prioritised on the advice
of our teacher collaborators in favour of the more
detailed view presented in Figure 4. This sometimes
conflicting advice received from the teachers who
have been working with us serves to underline the
novelty of the tools that we are aiming to provide,
the teachers’ lack of familiarity with such tools (and
hence their difficulty in evaluating their own needs
in the classroom), and the necessity of an iterative co-
design process.
In summary, we have learnt from the evaluation

of the ST tool that it is possible to identify a set
of interaction indicators showing students’ progress
as they are undertaking their construction tasks that
can be displayed to teachers in a way that facilitates
their work in the classroom. We have identified a
reduced set of interaction indicators that teachers find
particularly useful in the classroom, and an extended
set of indicators that can be visualised on demand,
e.g. for after-class analysis. The main directions of
future work to enhance the ST tool lie in the iden-
tification and detection of derived indicators, and in
the provision of summary information showing how
many times a particular indicator has occurred during
a particular student’s construction and for the class as
a whole.

6 RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, ours is the first work targeted
at notifying the teacher about students’ attainment
of indicators during constructionist learning tasks.
There has of course been much work in develop-
ing tools that assist teachers’ instructionist role, or
that aim to help teachers to structure the use of
exploratory tasks in the classroom [20]. However, to
our knowledge, there are no other tools that assist
teachers in tracking their students’ progress during
constructionist learning activities. This novelty has
had several implications for our work, ranging from
computational aspects such as developing appropriate
techniques for inferring each of the TD indicators,
to the iterative co-design process with our teacher
collaborators that we have reported on above.
The work closest to ours is that of [21] which

uses Web log data generated by course management
systems (WebCT in their case) to help instructors
be aware of students’ activities in distance learning
classes; [22] which presents tools for helping teachers
understand students’ behaviour in adaptive tutorials
through post-analysis of the system’s data logs; [23]
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which presents tools for teachers to visualise students’
progress through simulation-based practical work ses-
sions, and [24] which provides awareness information
to teachers so as to support their role as moderators
of multiple e-discussions.
Mazza and Dimitrova [21] use techniques from in-

formation visualisation to represent multidimensional
student tracking data; and our Student Tracking tool
has a similar representation to some of their visu-
alisations. However, they do not focus on detecting
and visualising the occurrence of indicators in open-
ended constructionist learning tasks but rather on
visualising students’ social and behavioural aspects,
their progress with respect to the course schedule,
and their performance on quizzes and assignments
and the level of knowledge achieved for each domain
concept of the course. Another important difference
is that their approach is at a higher level of gran-
ularity (i.e. information about a whole course over
several days or weeks), while we focus on helping
teachers supporting exploratory activities both in the
classroom and after the class session, and therefore
our level of granularity needs to be at the same
time finer and broader than theirs. We have therefore
had to undertake an iterative process to elicit from
teachers which indicators were appropriate for dif-
ferent usages, as reported in Section 4. We refer the
reader to [21] for an extensive review of other work in
visualisation of data collected by course management
systems, some of which also uses data mining and
intelligent techniques to analyse student data and
generate feedback to users — though, again, none of
this earlier work focuses on constructionist learning.
Ben-Anim et al. [22] adopt a hybrid approach

whereby part of the data mining effort is teacher-
driven and part is automated, but like much other
work in educational data mining it does not focus on
monitoring students’ ongoing progress through con-
structionist learning tasks. Their map-based approach
is not feasible for tasks where there is a high degree of
freedom and uncertainty in the students’ interactions
(as is the case with the eXpresser), as the number
of states needed in the map would quickly become
unmanageable.
Gueraud et al. [23] compose a practical work session

from a sequence of simulation-based problems. Their
focus on simulation-based learning in classrooms has
some similarities with our work with microworlds:
their simulators of electric circuits would be analo-
gous to our eXpresser tasks, although the level of
exploration granted to students is more limited. In
their approach, there are explicit conditions on sim-
ulation states that evaluate to correct/incorrect and
there are explicit requests by learners for validation of
conditions, neither of which is the case with our more
open-ended constructionist learning tasks in MiGen.
Additionally, in our case the set of indicators were
identified with our teacher collaborators through an

iterative process. Different indicator visualisations are
needed in different situations, and also different teach-
ers may wish to select different subsets of indicators at
different times, and hence our Student Tracking tool
includes such a customisation facility to allow this.
The SCY (Science Created by You) project aims to

develop an open-ended learning environment for the
learning of science. In that respect, the goals and
aims of SCY and MiGen have much in common
despite the different knowledge domains. The work
by Wichmann et al. [24] has some similarities with
the work presented here as it also aims at increasing
the awareness of teacher about what their students
do. The difference is in focus: while we concentrate in
reporting information about what students do in the
context of individual constructionist taks, they target
discussion moderation.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described the design of the
Teacher Assistance tools of the MiGen system, an
intelligent exploratory enviroment aiming to sup-
port 11–14 year-old students in their learning of al-
gebraic generalisation. MiGen’s Teacher Assistance
tools aim to provide information to teachers about
their students’ activities and progress as they use
the eXpresser and Activity tools, assisting them in
the detection of students who may be experiencing
difficulties, alerting them to students who seem to
be demonstrating misconceptions and to those who
may benefit from further, more challenging tasks. The
tools aim to allow the teacher to facilitate the students’
productive interaction with the system by increasing
their awareness of the classroom situation.
We have given in this paper a detailed description

of one of the MiGen teacher assistance tools, the
Student Tracking tool. Several MiGen system com-
ponents are used to infer the occurrence of task-
independent and task-dependent indicators of rele-
vance to the teacher as students undertake tasks using
the eXpresser microworld, and this information can be
presented to the teacher through the Student Tracking
tool both during and after the lesson.
To our knowledge, ours is the first work targeted at

visualising students’ progress through constructionist
learning tasks and at notifying teachers of students’
attainment of specific landmarks as they are under-
taking their constructions. We believe that there is
potential for more general application of our design
approach and implementation techniques to other ex-
ploratory learning environments. Our indicator-based
approach is not bound to a specific domain or to
a specific combination of exploratory environment
and constructionist task. Given an appropriate set of
indicators, our tools could be used in other domains
and learning environments (e.g. virtual chemistry
labs, medical simulators). Some of our indicators are
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domain-dependent and some are not. Eliciting the
right selection of indicators is a challenging endeav-
our, and we plan to establish a set of best practices
based on our experiences of working with teachers in
MiGen.
The Student Tracking tool has shown that our

middleware architecture for the detection, retrieval
and visualisation of indicators is viable in the context
of the classroom after being used in two different
schools, in three different physical classrooms, with
different classes of students (around 100 students in
total). We are now in the position of being able to
rapidly design and develop additional tools to assist
the teacher, based on the lessons reported in Section 5.
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APPENDIX: INDICATOR TABLES

Indicator Status

Feedback is available for the student N/A
Feedback has been shown to the
student†

N/A

Student has requested help from the
system†

N/A

TABLE 2
Task-dependent feedback-related event indicators
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Indicator Status

Student created a building block Positive
Student made a pattern Positive
Tile placed on canvas Neutral
Number changed value Neutral
Global colour allocation changed Neutral
Number created Positive
Number unlocked† Positive
Student gives a name to a number Positive
Shape deleted Neutral
All shapes deleted Neutral
The student marks the task as “done” Positive
Local colour allocation set correctly† Positive
Local colour allocation set incorrectly† Negative
Global colour allocation set correctly† Positive
Global colour allocation set
incorrectly†

Negative

TABLE 3
Task-independent event indicators

Indicator Status

Goal n checked by student Positive
Goal n un-checked by student Negative
Goal n detected as accomplished by
the system†

Positive

Goal n detected as not accomplished
by the system

Negative

TABLE 4
Task-dependent goal-related event indicators

Indicator Status

Plausible building block created† Positive
Implausible building block created† Negative
Pattern created using a plausible
building block created†

Positive

Pattern created using an implausible
building block created†

Negative

Model animated, does not mess up† Positive
Model animated, it messes up† Negative
Rhythm detected in the actions of the
student

Positive

Correct answer given to a question on
the Task Tool

Positive

Incorrect answer given (scaling error) Negative
Incorrect answer given (unknown
type of mistake)

Negative

TABLE 5
Task-dependent detection-based event indicators

Indicator Status

All local allocations are correct Positive
Model is animating Positive
Student is inactive Negative
Model is built using only tiles, without
patterns or structure

Negative

Every shape on the canvas is a pattern Positive
There are no uncorrected overlaps on
the canvas

Positive

All negative tiles on the canvas have
been used to correct overlaps

Positive

All unlocked numbers have a name Positive
At least one of the unlocked numbers
has a name

Positive

At least one of the locked numbers has
a name

Positive

TABLE 6
Task-independent state indicators

Indicator Status

Spurious tiles (i.e. clutter) detected on
the canvas

Neutral

Task model built in a general way (i.e.
structure cannot be messed-up)

Positive

Pattern coloured in a general way Positive
Detected shape with an incorrect
colour allocation

Negative

TABLE 7
Task-dependent detection-based state indicators

Indicator Status

A pattern that looks like the task
model is on the canvas (i.e. apparent
solution on canvas)

Positive

Task model built using only single
tiles (i.e. no patterns)

Neutral

Plausible building block in use Positive
Student has made an unmessable
model and animated it (i.e. unmess-
able model animated)

Positive

Student has made a solution that can
be messed-up and animated it

Neutral

Appropriate rule given for the general
colour allocation

Positive

The student is using the right amount
of unlocked numbers for this task

Positive

TABLE 8
Task-dependent verification-based state indicators


